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FROM THE

HEART

The SG50 celebrations have been
building up over the past few
months, but it’s really ramping up
now that National Day is upon us.
That’s why we’re turning this issue
of DUET into a little Valentine to
Singapore.
Fellow Singaporeans have been
showing their love for the country
in myriad ways, and this will surely
double in intensity in the month of
August—but please don’t use that
as an excuse to pay less attention
to your special someone!
However, if you’re single and
searching for The One, it can be
pretty tough going in fast-paced
Singapore.
To them and to you, dear
reader, we couldn’t recommend this
publication enough as a first step to
getting yourself out there to meet
people. Our ‘Out & About’ section
(p4) is a themed guide to interesting
spots around this little island. This
issue, we feature places that allow
you to express the sporty and active
sides of you. There’s also special
coverage of a sports-themed dating
event (p7), in conjunction with the
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recent SEA Games that Singapore
hosted. As usual, there’s a listing
of fun activities organised by our
accredited agencies in ‘Events’
(p24).
If these don’t seem to be
working, why not consult these
agencies directly (p28)? You can
read more about Michelle Goh, the
founder of one of these agencies,
CompleteMe, in this issue (p23). In
fact, Michelle offers advice to three
guys in their quest for love (p22).
For your further reading
pleasure, check out the paktor
experiences of three long-time
couples (‘Feature’, p8), find out what
singer Nathan Hartono’s been up to
(‘Personality’, p13), and what lessons
in love we can learn from the local
movie Eating Air (‘Reel to Real’, p18).
Having been involved in the
production of DUET for some time,
this magazine feels as comfortable
as a favourite, old T-shirt or a well
broken-in pair of sneakers. Which
is why I am rather sad to announce
that this will be the final issue of
DUET… in this format—gotcha!
DUET is currently undergoing

Rosezita Tan , Manager

a makeover; the new look will be
revealed in the next issue (Oct–Dec
2015). Having seen what couples
go through in our ‘Revamp’ section,
undergoing the process ourselves
is strangely rejuvenating—we’re
really excited to bring you the new
version. All we want to say now is,
“Watch this space!”

For editorial feedback, contact Novus
Media Solutions. For general enquiries, call
SDN’s hotline at 6838 3988. All returned
mail should be directed to Novus Media
Solutions Pte Ltd.
For advertising queries, please e-mail
Simon Cholmeley at simonc@novusasia.com.

DUET is published and distributed for SDN
by Novus Media Solutions Pte Ltd at
20 Maxwell Road, #12-01 Maxwell House,
Singapore 069113
Copyright is held by the publishers. All
rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or
in part without permission is prohibited.
Printed in Singapore by Times Printers:
www.timesprinters.com.

READERS’ QUIZ
READ DUET, TAKE THIS QUIZ, AND STAND TO
WIN ONE OF 10 GOODIE BAGS WORTH $80.70
EACH, COURTESY OF
!
1.

Who is the actor who played Ah Boy in the “motorcycle
kung fu love story,” Eating Air?
a) Benjamin Kheng
b) Benjamin Heng
c) Ben Yeo

2.

When and how did poet and playwright Robert Yeo meet his
wife, Esther?
a) 1974, at an audition for Are You There, Singapore?
b) 1975, at an audition for Who Are You, Singapore?
c) 1967, when they watched the play Are You There, Singapore?

3.

What is the name of the local collaborative album that singer
Nathan Hartono is a part of?
a) Unsung Love
b) Crooning Some Love Songs
c) Sing, Love

4.

5.

Beat the heat with the world’s freshest body cocktail: the
NEW, LIMITED-EDITION VIRGIN MOJITO Body Care range!
Invigorate your senses with refreshingly crisp mint blended
with a twist of freshly squeezed lime.

How long is the loop around West Cost Park?
a) 50km
b) 5km
c) 500m
Where was One Plus One’s SEA Games Rhythmic
Gymnastics event held?
a) Sports Hub
b) Jalan Besar Stadium
c) Bishan Stadium

QUIZ RESULTS (APR–JUN

2015):

CONGRATULATIONS TO
OUR LUCKY WINNERS!
OF
YOU’VE WON $20 WORTH
CAPITAVOUCHERS!
Wei Han Koh
SXXXX205A
Han Liling
SXXXX113J

Head over to duetsg.com/contest to answer these questions now!

Tay Geok Kwai
SXXXX831C

Closing Date: 1 Sep 2015

Chew Ann Wen
SXXXX125E
Tay Hui Yuan
SXXXX507D
Ltd will
Novus Media Solutions Pte
ail.
contact all winners via e-m

This quiz is open only to DUET readers who are in SDN’s database. To be part of SDN’s wide network, sign
up at www.sdn.sg and enjoy access to information, events, dating resources and other online functions.
By taking part in this contest, you agree to allow your personal data to be used by the sponsor, The Body
Shop, for marketing purposes. Other terms and conditions apply (visit duetsg.com/T&Cs for the full details).

OUT & ABOUT

RUN FOR

YOUR LOVE

IF YOU AND YOUR DATE
ALREADY EAT, COOK AND
GO ON DATES TOGETHER,
WHY NOT INCLUDE
EXERCISE AS WELL? AS THE
SAYING GOES, A COUPLE
THAT SWEATS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER!
BY CHIN WEI LIEN

With Singapore hosting
the SEA Games once again
this year, it’s not surprising
that more people here are
becoming more active
and sporty. We all know of
someone who’s joining a
health club, signing up for a
gym membership, purchasing
a new yoga mat, or having a
personal fitness routine that
they stick to on alternate days
of the week.
Don’t get us wrong—
committing to fitness and

NEW SPORTS, NEW POSSIBILITIES

BOSSABALL

Volleyball and football meet acrobatics
in this crazy, new sport. Grab a few
friends, form teams, then kick off the
game with samba beats playing in
the background.
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MMA

Just because you guys are sparring
doesn’t mean love cannot be involved.
Sparring sessions actually build bonds
between you and your partner, and
the adrenaline rush from all the kicking
and punching can easily translate to
attraction later on.

RAIL CORRIDOR

Singapore may not have mountains for
trekking, but we do have a 24km-long
rail corridor that runs from Woodlands to
Tanjong Pagar. Along the way, there are
nature and historical sites to explore, not
to mention great food—but only if you
two know where to look!

health is a good thing! The
problem, however, is that too
many of us are pounding the
pavement alone.
More than just the physical
benefits, exercising and working
out with someone rather than
by your lonesome self can, in
fact, improve your performance.
Plus, if the exercise is done
with a significant other, it can
even boost your romantic
relationship!
But don’t take our word for
it. Instead, look to the growing
body of evidence that suggests
that couples who sweat together
tend to stay together. Here are a
few reasons why that is the case:
Exercising is a feel-good drug
In order to feel good about your
relationship, you first have to
feel good about yourself. While
exercising, your body releases
endorphins, a natural feel-good
drug that alleviates stress and
gives you more energy. The
result is a great boost in selfesteem, which translates to a
better, more attractive you!
Exercising induces arousal
Sweaty hands, racing pulse and
shortness of breath—these are
all physiological symptoms we

get while exercising. According
to the Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology,
humans easily misattribute
physical arousal for romantic
attraction, so it’s possible to
turn physiological reactions to
emotional attraction during the
course of a workout.
Exercising increases
emotional bonds
When you work out with
someone else, your body will
subconsciously coordinate
the actions between the two
of you. Maybe you guys will
run in cadence, lift weights
to the same rhythm, or even
cycle at the same speed. Such
behaviour actually creates
nonverbal matching, or
mimicry, which helps people
feel emotionally attuned to
one another.
Exercising can be
an adventure
If nothing else, exercising can
be a form of adventure for you
and your special someone.
Trekking in a nature reserve,
for example, or jogging in an
unfamiliar neighbourhood with
your partner can be both fun
and exciting!

DON’T

RUIN THE
FUN
Working out with your date is
a good thing, but keep these
pointers in mind while sweating
it out together:

1.
2.
3.

YOGA

Yes, yoga can be a team sport! Not only
does yoga improve strength and flexibility,
certain poses are meant for you to rely on
your partner for support and alignment.
Besides gyms, health clubs and dedicated
yoga studios, even some community clubs
are now offering this form of exercise.

Don’t be competitive
If your date happens to be a
slower jogger than you, then
slow down and keep apace.
It’s not about the timing or
the calories burnt, but the
company that matters.
Don’t be an army sergeant
Some people mistake yelling
for motivation. It may work
for some, but your date is
unlikely to appreciate it if
your so-called motivation
comes in the form of
aggression.
Don’t force it
If your partner is really not
into working out, then don’t
force it. In fact, pressuring
your partner to do anything
is a big no-no. If she
prefers to have coffee on a
weekend morning, arrange
to meet her at a nearby
cafe after your run! That
way, you still get to explore
new places with her.

TWO FOR THE ROAD
A COUPLE SHARES HOW THE SIMPLE ACT OF
RUNNING TOGETHER ON WEEKENDS HAS
CHANGED THEIR RELATIONSHIP FOR THE BETTER.

From travelling the world to buying a HDB, Corinna
Choh and Wilfred Wong have done it all. Yet, even
though it looks like they’ve tried everything in their
10-year relationship, there’s one thing that they’ve
picked up only recently: jogging together.
Wilfred has been working out since his National
Service days, and Corinna jogs from time to time to “run
off the stress.” However, jogging together has always
been somewhat of a foreign concept to the couple. “We
used to go for hikes at Bukit Timah and MacRitchie, but
it took up way too much time,” Corinna laments. When
the couple decided to move in together on weekends,
however, going for jogs suddenly
became appealing.
Initially, Wilfred, being the faster
runner, would pull ahead, and Corinna, ever the
pragmatist, would ask him to go on running. “But then
we figured that that would defeat the purpose of running
together! So he’s very understanding, and he’d always
run back if I fall too far behind,” she smiles. And even
though Wilfred has to egg her on from time to time,
Corinna never feels pressured—they are in it together.
When asked if sweating it out together has changed
the dynamics of their relationship, Corinna is quick to
agree. “Running has become a way for us to vent our
stress and frustrations, whether it is work- or life-related.
So instead of taking it out on each other at the end of
the day, we run!”
Now that they have explored every nook and cranny
in their neighbourhood, what’s next? “Wilfred has plans
to run from East Coast Park to Marina Bay, because it is
a new route that we haven’t tried before,” Corinna
reveals. “But it’s super-long, and I’m not ready for it yet!
But that’s definitely something to look forward to for the
both of us.”

OUS
LET’S GET ADVENTUR
Looking for a place to exercise and explore with
your partner? These locations offer great views
and even better incentives along the way!

EAST COAST PARK > MARINA BAY
This newly opened route allows runners
and bikers to travel from East Coast Park
to Marina Bay. If Gardens by the Bay is not
your cup of tea, how about travelling in the
opposite direction to Changi Village? Just
think of all the food waiting for the two of
you at the end of the long journey!
WEST COAST PARK
This often forgotten cousin of East Coast
Park boasts a beautiful 5km loop that
gives you a great waterfront view. All the
delicious food at West Coast Plaza and Ayer
Rajah Food Centre aside, West Coast Park
is also the perfect place to catch the sunset
with your significant other.

FIT

FOR A DATE!

CREATING A BUZZ IN THE
DATING SCENE WAS A SERIES OF
EVENTS THAT HAD A SPORTY
COMPONENT: CATCHING UP ON
THE ACTION AT THE RECENTLY
CONCLUDED SEA GAMES.
BY S A R A H LIU

Excitedly positive responses came
from numerous participants
who attended a series of events
organised by three of SDN’s
accredited agencies: One Plus
One, CompleteMe, and Love
Express. These agencies took
advantage of the recent SEA
Games, which Singapore hosted,
and packaged the attending of
some sports events with their
usual dating activities. Six such
events took place over two
weekends (6–7 and 13–14 Jun).
At first glance, watching Team
Singapore in action and cheering
them on may not sound exactly
like date material, but many of the
30 participants who attended the
hour-long events on the second
weekend reported that they got
increasingly excited the longer they
immersed themselves, based on
their response to a survey by DUET.

Backdrop for social interaction
Others were distracted and not
really paying much attention to
the athletes. For example, Gabriel,
33, who attended One Plus One’s
Rhythmic Gymnastics event
admitted that his eyes were not on
the gymnasts pirouetting gracefully
at Bishan Stadium, but on someone
seated among the crowd.
Still, participants in these SEA
Games-based events—besides
rhythmic gymnastics, water polo
and badminton were on offer as
well—appreciated that the series
provided a great platform for
conversation and mingling for a
varied bunch of people.
“This sporting event provides
a nice backdrop for social
interaction,” enthuses Toon Loke,
39. “The company was great,
though it was too early to view
who may be a potential love
interest lah.” While he suggests
that agencies organise followup activities for the same group
of participants, Charlene, 27, is a
little more optimistic: “We have
common interests, and I think we
can hit it off by knowing each other
better as friends first.” Both Toon
Loke and Charlene were also at
Bishan Stadium.
Broadening social circles
Although organised by dating
agencies, these events are more
akin to going on a field trip with
people around the same age with
similar interests.
Depending on the type of
event organised, One Plus One
participants get to write the names

of three to eight people they would
like to know better. If there are
mutual matches, the agency will
inform both parties privately. For
non-matching events, participants
are free to mingle, and follow up
with each other on their own.
But finding a date, DUET
discovers, is but one part of the
reason why people sign up. “The
first step to dating is always about
broadening your social circle. This is
my third time going for such events,
and I enjoy the sports and travel
ones the most,” explains Merlene, 28.
Bringing like minds together
According to Love Express’ dating
consultant Deon Chan, participants
are increasingly open to new
ways to break the ice. “To cater
to changing needs, we provide a
holistic range of fun and innovative
platforms and services for people to
know other like-minded people,” she
reasons. “These days, many people
seek unique learning experiences
such as wine appreciation and
terrarium making, or sports and
interest-based activities such as
sailing and guided nature tours.”
In the case of the SEA Games,
it was a spot-on opportunity to
bring the adventurous, the sportscrazed, and the outdoorsy types
together. Which was good news for
Charlene: “My ideal type is someone
who is responsible, committed,
sporty, and who enjoys intellectual
conversations once in a while. There
were people from all walks of life
at the event, but with a common
interest in participating and
watching sports!”
Ju ly - Se pt e m b e r 2 0 1 5
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AS WE MARK OUR 50TH YEAR OF NATIONHOOD AND
LOOK HOPEFULLY TOWARDS THE NEXT 50 YEARS,
WE’RE ALSO AWARE THAT WE’VE BEEN SHAPED BY
WHAT WE’VE GONE THROUGH, AND THAT THE PAST
STILL HOLDS LESSONS FOR US. IN FACT, STORIES OF
AMOUR FROM THE PAST CAN TEACH US A LOT ABOUT
LOVE AND LOVING IN THE PRESENT. THREE COUPLES,
WHOSE DATING HEYDAYS HAVE LONG SINCE GONE,
SHARE THEIR LIVES WITH DUET.
BY IG N ATIUS C HUA
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Ever wondered how your parents really met?
It’s a conversation most of us have never
had with them—a topic too awkward for dinner
conversations and lazy evenings in front of the
TV. Sure, we’re familiar with the official—and
perfunctory—history (they met, got married, had
children), but what’s missing in that narrative are
the details:
How did they meet?
Where did they go on dates?
How did they know they wanted to get
married?
It’s uncomfortable to think about our parents
as lovers, because it requires us to accept that
they were once—and maybe still are—very similar
to us: individuals possessed by the same passions,
gripped by the same anxieties, and struggling for
similar ideals. It’s convenient to forget about these
past lives, rich as they often are, especially in a
city anxious about the past and obsessed with the
future. But their experiences have a lot to teach us
about love and loving today.
DATING BACK THEN
It doesn’t help that we’re a generation whose
encounters with love are mediated by the
Internet. Don’t get me wrong—I probably spend
more than half my time on the World Wide Web,
and I love what it can do. But it brings out our
worst tendencies when it comes to dating.
Think of the arbitrariness of swipe-left-swiperight Tinder, the anxieties of marketing your best
possible self on e-synchrony and Eteract, and the
obsessive checking of your WhatsApp inbox for
a reply from a potential date. Online dating takes
an already delicate task and compounds it with a
heady swirl of unrealistic expectations, misleading
representations, and crippling doubts.

For the three couples DUET spoke to, dating
was much simpler in the past.
Poet and playwright Robert Yeo, 75, met his
wife, Esther, 67, in 1974 at an audition for the first
staging of Robert’s Are You There, Singapore?
“We started dating almost immediately after we
met. We found each other interesting, so we just
dated lah! It was very simple,” he affirms. Their
spontaneous attraction to each other was surely
bolstered by a common interest in jazz and
dancing, which meant that date nights were often
spent dancing in nightclubs along Kallang or
Pasir Panjang.
John Tan Jiok Say, 69, met his wife, Dolly
Wong Siao Yin, 65, under similarly serendipitous
circumstances: at a traffic crossing as she was
on her way to a shoe shop with a friend, who
happened to be John’s acquaintance! John was
so smitten by Dolly that he followed the two
around all afternoon before asking Dolly out for
coffee. The rest, as they say, is history.
When it comes to dating, much of it seems to
settle on making the most of your opportunities,
and being straightforward with your intentions.
Robert thinks it’s very clear: “If you love
somebody, be brave and go all the way!”
COMMITMENT & REJECTION
While many couples back then seem to have
taken to dating quite spontaneously, few took it
lightly. For all three pairs, what started off an as
explosive encounter turned out to be a lifelong
romance.
Lim Wee Kwang, 53, and his wife, Quek
Gek San, 49, were dating for more than six
years before they decided to get married, a
commitment that’s all the more impressive, given
that these two were also each other’s first loves.

“IF YOU LOVE
SOMEBODY, BE
BRAVE AND GO
ALL THE WAY!”
— ROBERT YEO

ROBERT AND ESTHER YEO
Ju ly - Se pt e m b e r 2 0 1 5
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This surely contrasts with the dating
scene today, which often turns out to
be a frantic and exasperating process of
elimination. “Don’t be scared to date the other
person for a longer time to know his true
character,” advises Gek San.
Making yourself vulnerable to a person
you care for deeply, and whose love you wish
to earn, is never an easy thing to do. It’s all
the more difficult when that process ends in
rejection.
Before he met Esther, Robert had planned
to marry another woman. When she declined,
he was crushed, and doubted his self-worth
for weeks. Although it was a dark period,
Robert reveals that the process of dealing
with rejection was rather productive and,
in fact, fundamental for his writing process
because it forced him to question himself.
Even if we don’t channel our frustrations
into writing, rejection could still be a positive
experience if it raises important questions for
ourselves, and helps us clarify our intentions.
OLD PAKTOR PLACES
Back then, dating (otherwise known as
paktor in Cantonese) was also very much a
leisure activity. People used it as an excuse to
make new friends or to explore new places
together, and generally as a way to unwind
from the hectic workweek.
Watching movies was an easy and
affordable way for couples at the time to get
their fill of popular culture, especially since
TVs and radios were still too expensive for
most households in the 1960s and 1970s.
Back in the day, Cathay- and Shaw-owned
cinemas were iconic institutions that showed
a mix of Hollywood and Hong King flicks. In
fact, until it shut for good in 1985, Singapore’s
only drive-in cinema, the Jurong Drive-In,
proved a popular spot for dates.
Many couples also spent their weekends
at nightclubs or amusement parks such as
Gay World or New World.
But it was the parks and gardens that were
the favourites of lovebirds in the past. “Well,
Singapore parks are lovely for two things:
they are reasonably isolated, and they are
beautiful places,” Robert quips. Scenic spots
such as MacRitchie Reservoir and Mount
Faber offered young couples much needed
privacy and relief from the bustle of the city.
More adventurous couples, such as Wee
Kwang and Gek San, would spend their
weekends exploring the islands around
Singapore, such as Pulau Ubin, whose quiet
shores and grand vistas allowed for romantic
getaways at a time when getting bitten by
the travel bug was still too expensive an
indulgence to scratch.
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LIM WEE KWANG AND QUEK GEK SAN

“WHEN YOU GO INTO A
RELATIONSHIP EXPECTING
SOMETHING FROM YOUR
PARTNER, YOU ARE SETTING
YOURSELF UP FOR
DISAPPOINTMENT.
YOUR LOVE
HAS TO BE
UNCONDITIONAL.”
— QUEK GEK SAN

LIFE AFTER MARRIAGE
Getting married sounds like a scary prospect.
We might think it’s too costly or too absolute.
While marriage certainly isn’t for
everyone, there is something beautiful in that
commitment to another person, with whom
you agree to share not just your name or
assets, but also your life. It remains one of the
most intimate and absolute bonds you can
share with another human being.
For Wee Kwang and Gek San, marriage
was a way to start a family together. “We
didn’t want to be too old to be able to play
with our child,” observes Gek San. The
proposal came in an unusual form: “Wife
issued an ultimatum after dating for more
than six years: marry me or else!” exclaims
Wee Kwang. At the start, they were excited
but uncertain about their future together,
since they neither owned a home nor
planned their finances. But as time went
on, and they had their first and only child
(Lim Shang Yi, who turns 20 this year), they
managed to work things out. “When you
go into a relationship expecting something
from your partner, you are setting yourself
up for disappointment. Your love has to be
unconditional,” insists Gek San.
Dolly and John would certainly agree.
For most of their dating years, and through
a good half of their marriage, they endured
a long-distance relationship. John, a former
Master Mariner, would be out at sea for
several months each year. Dolly says she
struggled with loneliness and despair early
in their relationship, but avers that it made
the moments they had together more
precious. The key to a successful
marriage, they say, is to be grateful
for the small blessings in life, and to
become close friends, not just lovers.
In the case of Robert and Esther,
marriage came swiftly on the heels of
what sounds like love at first sight. By
Sep 1974, only six months after meeting
at that fateful audition, they decided
to get married. “When my mother
found out, she said, ‘Not so quick!’ She
had us postpone it till December that
year,” recalls Robert. “But it was really
no problem, because Esther got along
with my mother.” It’s been 41 years since
wedding bells rang for them, yet Robert
and Esther still enjoy going for swims,
listening to jazz, and watching tennis on
TV together. “Love is a kind of dependence.
Despite our fighting, we still go out together.
I suppose we’re united by so many things
we have done together,” Robert muses.

JOHN AND DOLLY TAN
Ju ly - Se pt e m b e r 2 0 1 5
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SILVER SCREEN

ROMANCE
FINDING LOVE UNDER THE
GLARE OF THE BIG SCREEN.
BY ANDY S IM

Catching a movie may be a
conventional dating activity
for couples in Singapore. In the
case of Valerie Tan and Chan
Wai Hoe, however, it has led
to a beautiful romance and a
blissful marriage.

The pair first met at a movie date
event four years ago. Following the
initial group meet-up, he took the
initiative and invited her out on
a one-on-one basis. Much to his
relief, the petite lady who caught
his eye accepted his invitation.

THE FIRST DATE

That evening, they caught a romcom flick and followed that up with
a sumptuous dinner at a Japanese
restaurant. By this point, Valerie
was already smitten by Wai Hoe’s
caring nature after he made the
effort to determine the kind of food
she likes.
The first date soon progressed
into regular outings. They
discovered that they got along
well, and how much they
enjoyed each other’s company.
Having weathered their share of
incompatible partners in the past,
both parties now recognise the
values they seek in a relationship—
honesty, conviction and open
communication.

GOING THE DISTANCE

“We shared a strong bond, and I
felt comfortable confiding in him,”
declares Valerie. “Our honest and
1 2 J u ly - Se ptember 2015

open approach made it easy for
us to click. And it also elevated
our relationship from friendship
to another level.” A month later,
they officially became an item.
With Valerie living at the
northern end of Singapore
and Wai Hoe in the south,
accompanying his girlfriend
home after a night out can be
exhausting. “It took him two hours
to reach home. Nevertheless, he
made it a point to send me back
even though he would be tired
after a long day at work; I greatly
appreciated what he did,” she
adds with a smile.

EAST MEETS WEST

A common interest in divination
brought them even closer.
He is a fengshui enthusiast
while she has a keen interest
in Tarot cards. “We’ll sign up
for fengshui and Tarot Oracle
spiritual classes, and have lots of
fun learning new things together,”
chirps Valerie. Although there is
a seven-year age gap between
them—he is 36 and she is 29—
the couple embrace it and use
it to their advantage. “Given his
experience and maturity, Wai Hoe
is able to see the bigger picture
in most circumstances, and it
helps me to grow as an individual
as well,” she
states.

POPPING THE
QUESTION
After three
years of
courtship, Wai
Hoe finally
popped the
question.

On her birthday, he booked a
room in a local boutique hotel.
He decorated it with balloons,
then laid out rose petals to spell
“Marry Me”. For a personal touch,
Wai Hoe also filled a scrapbook
with the couple’s photos for the
bride-to-be. Valerie was deeply
touched—it’s no surprise that
she accepted his proposal. The
lovebirds tied the knot at Carlton
Hotel in Oct 2014.

GIVE AND TAKE

When asked how marriage
has changed the dynamics of
their relationship, Valerie has
this to share: “Whatever we do,
we have learnt to take each
other into consideration. It is
important we support each
other. Now, we must build a
family and future together as
we work towards our common
goals.”
For couples who are
dating, Valerie and Wai
Hoe have a parting shot:
“Effective communication is
the cornerstone of a great
relationship. Both parties need
to be committed. Always
find time to date each other
exclusively, and compromise
when you face difficulties.”

CALLING COMMITTED COUPLES!

If you found your soulmate through SDNTrust accredited
dating agencies, e-mail us at msf_sdn@msf.gov.sg (Subject: SDN
Success Story). If you and your partner are featured in DUET and
on SDN’s online platforms, the two of you will receive shopping
vouchers worth $150.
Know any friends who have gotten married through our
services? E-mail their details to us, too! We’ll give you a token of
appreciation if your friend’s story is featured.

PERSONALITY

NATHAN
HARTONO
THIS SINGER, SONGWRITER AND
OCCASIONAL ACTOR SHARES HIS
PASSION FOR MUSIC AND HIS
VIEWS ON RELATIONSHIPS.
BY BR ENDON LIM

When did you discover your
passion for music?
Singing was something that I’ve
always liked to do since I was a
kid. I would lock myself in my
room and sing; I would sing in the
bathroom; I would sing when I was
walking around on the street. But
the passion wasn’t so much singing
as it was performing. I loved to sing,
but I never dared to perform until I
was 14 years old, when I stood up
on stage for the very first time.
You’re part of an upcoming album
called Sing, Love. Describe the
project.
That’s organised by Ruth Ling. She
decided to do a bunch of songs
for SG50, but not NDP songs. She
wanted to get local artistes together
and combine them in ways that
no one had ever heard before—
the results were great. While I
collaborated with Jeremy Monteiro
and Rani Singam, there are a
whole bunch of other interesting
collaborations, such as Stefanie Sun

with ShiGGa Shay, The Sam Willows
with Jimmy Ye. The best part is that
it’s all original music composed by
the artistes.
Are you seeing anyone at the
moment?
I’m not seeing anyone at the
moment, and I wouldn’t say I’m
actively looking. It’s kinda like
whatever happens, happens, you
know?
What qualities in a person are you
most drawn to?
Looks are one thing, but that’s a
separate issue. They’re important,
but they’re not everything. Beyond
looks, what’s most important
is being able to have a good
conversation. If I can have a
good conversation, I know that
relationship is going to go far. I also
like people who are self-assured,
who know who they are and what
they want. I like people who don’t
second-guess themselves and are
comfortable with who they are.

In celebration of SG50, Sing, Love’s original songs can be
downloaded for free at www.imclive-group.com

Has this view changed from, say,
five years ago?
Well, I’ve never had any
relationship growing up, probably
because of low self-esteem or
whatever. I never really had
a relationship when I was in
secondary school, JC or during
NS. It just never happened. I used
to think that it was because, “Oh,
I can live without it” or “I’m too
busy” or “I’m fine on my own.” That
kinda changed. I think everybody
needs somebody—not just a friend.
You need somebody to be there
for you and someone for you to
be accountable to. I think that’s
a very human thing. You’ve lived
your whole life just looking out for
yourself, but once the relationship
thing comes into play, you find a
whole new way of living your life.
It changes you… for the better,
hopefully.
In six words or fewer, tell us what
love means to you?
If it’s right, it’s right. Man.
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BY S A R A H L I U

AS FITNESS FASHION
GAINS POPULARITY, YOU
DON’T NEED TO BE A GYM
JUNKIE TO LOOK LIKE
ONE—WHETHER IT’S IN
THE WORKPLACE OR ON
THE STREETS.

SLE EV E LE SS
BL AC K TO P
F ROM H& M

ON!

SPORT

REVAMP

GLOR
IA

IVA N

Styling, Makeup/Hair,
Photography A P I XELS
P HOTOGR AP HY P TE LTD

Art Direction C HER LI N C HAN

BL ACK LO NGSLE EV E D TO P
FRO M FLE SH I M P

When athletic meets leisure
When fashion designer Karl Lagerfeld
infamously said, “Sweatpants are a sign
of defeat,” he couldn’t have predicted the
surge in athleisure wear.
Athleisure, a portmanteau of ‘athletic’
and ‘leisure’, is an in-vogue term that
describes clothes that can be worn in and
away from the gym, and is a fashion trend
that developed among the outdoorsy

Unthinkable?
Well, as DUET discovers, it’s increasingly
acceptable to arrive in the office clad in
gym gear when you use this burgeoning
fashion excuse: athleisure. Let’s explore
its basics.

If you’re thinking of finding your #OOTD
(outfit of the day) in performance wear,
be sure to lose those Lacoste polo shirts,
and forget about flipping up those collars
ever again.
These days, fashionistas are taking
sweatpants and sports bras from ‘It’
brands such as Under Armour and
Lululemon Athletica beyond the gym and
into the streets on weekends.

PI NK & WH I TE
TR AI NE RS
(S T YL IS T’S
OWN )

Active fashion
The term is not as psychologically
unsound as it seems.
Perhaps the most convincing of
all reasons to show up for a meeting
looking like you’re going for a
CrossFit class is because you are,
indeed, going for one at 6pm. And
that’s OK because many companies
now see the importance of exercise
on work productivity.
The second reason is
convenience, or—let’s face it—

and active types. Notice how your
attractive, yoga-practising colleague
can dress in those funky neon shoes,
seemingly ridiculous ‘fat’ pants, and
never gets labelled ‘frumpy’? You got
it—they’re athleisurely.

B L AC K
T IGHT S F ROM
FOR EV E R 2 1

Chic & chill
Athleisure’s greatest appeal, though,
is comfort. Now that wearing
sweatpants is no longer a sartorial
crime, you can snuggle into those
spacious, elastic pants and feel
completely at home on any occasion,
wherever you are. Just remember the
rule of thumb: balance and contrast.
When the bottoms are loose, make
sure that the tops are fitting, and vice
versa. Showing up with a loose top
and baggy bottom not only looks
unprofessional, you’ll also resemble a
sack of potatoes.

laziness. Either admit to not wanting
to change in and out, or revert to the
Superman way of hiding gym gear
under your office getup.

Anyone can sport it
Not all of us are cut out to be
gym bunnies, and it’s OK to
want to emulate one. Keeping
your heart rate up is important,
but we shouldn’t need to feel
pressured when your nextcubicle neighbour brags about
that energetic boxing class
or that rejuvenating hot yoga
session. While an athleisure
wardrobe is arguably created
for health nuts, there’s no rule
that says that the inactive, desk
or bed bound person cannot
sport it. Look at this way, even
if you don’t exercise, athleisure
wear may convince you that
you do. That’s the ‘It’ thing,
anyway.

NAV Y B LU E
TR AI NE RS
( ST Y L I ST’S
OWN)

BL ACK
JO GGE RS
WI TH STARS
FRO M
FLE SH I M P

REVAMP

GLORIA TAN, 33
IT CONSULTANT

Hair
Classic ponytails can only enhance
the sporty look. Gloria is blessed
with an oval-shaped face, and
can wear just about any hairdo,
including one that reveals as much
forehead as she wants. If your face is
more angular, though, try leaving a
fringe to create flow and curves.

LO NG -S LE EVE D
JAC K ET F RO M H& M

IN N E R
S P ORT S B R A
F ROM H& M

Apparel
For tops, play around with lengths
from the cropped, sports bra (on
Gloria), to longer tank tops, which
may be more office-friendly.
Leggings can be worn for casual
and smart-casual occasions. With
stretchy fabrics and a whole range
of colours to choose from, these
comfy ‘tighties’ are your most stylish
wardrobe mainstay. Finally, complete
the look with a dark-coloured jacket
to add some sophistication.
Shoes
When paired with leggings, trainers
can give a cool edge without
making you look dressed down.
Nike’s Flyknit range is this season’s
gem, while Adidas’s Climacool
range will make you feel as if you’re
walking on clouds.

GLORIA SAYS

I HAD FUN THROUGHOUT
THE PHOTO SHOOT, AND
I’M THANKFUL TO THE TEAM
FOR MAKING US LOOK
GREAT. I DON’T USUALLY
GO FOR ATHLETIC FASHION,
SO IT WAS A BRAND-NEW
EXPERIENCE FOR ME. NOW I
KNOW HOW MODELLING FOR
A MAGAZINE FEELS LIKE!
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B LU E P R IN T E D
T I GH T S F ROM
FO R EV E R 2 1

P IN K &
WHIT E
T R A IN E R S
( S T Y L IS T ’S
OWN )

IVAN NG, 27

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST

Hair
The slick-back is at least a century
old, but it never goes out of fashion.
Best of all, it makes hair really stay
in place and exercise-ready. For all
occasions, it can be coiffed into any
style, from casual to formal, from
vintage to modern. All you need
for that fuller mane is to have Ivan’s
haircut: long on top, short on sides.

PRINTED
S WEATER FROM
FLES H IMP

Apparel
To lend vibrancy to the darker,
duller hues at the bottom, we gave
Ivan a tropical boost of colour in
an easy pullover top. Our only
suggestion is, if you don’t want
to burn up in Singapore’s heat, go
with a lightweight material such
as polyester or Dri-FIT, which are
fashionable in and out of the gym.

J OG GE R
J E A N S F ROM
Z A LOR A

Shoes
Cropped jeans or pants draws
attention to, and is meant to show
off, the quirky and funky side of you
via your socks and/or shoes. To do
that, pair a plain, solid-coloured
bottom with footwear that features
a unique detail or two. On Ivan, that
would be the dark blue denim jeans
with trainers that have bold splashes
of red.

IVAN SAYS

THE EXPERIENCE WAS
WONDERFUL. I FELT AS IF I
WAS BEAMING YOUTHFUL
EXUBERANCE AND
VIBRANCY [AGAIN]! I THINK
THAT THEY SUCCESSFULLY
INTRODUCED ME TO A
SPORTY AND CHIC STYLE
THAT I COULD TRY.
NAV Y B LU E T R A I NE R S
( S T Y L I S T ’S OWN)
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REEL TO REAL

EATING

AIR
RUNNING OUT OF
IDEAS FOR WHERE TO
TAKE YOUR DATE? FOR
INSPIRATION, TAKE A
JOYRIDE THROUGH THE
LOCAL “MOTORCYCLE
KUNG FU LOVE STORY,”
EATING AIR.
BY VI CTO RIA YA N G

Released in 1999, Eating Air
chronicles the exploits of
dreamer youths—hanging out
on HDB rooftops, whiling their
time away at arcades with smalltime hoodlums, figuring out
their place in the social strata
of the underworld, fighting
with other riders on the roads,
and racing their motorbikes
down fluorescent-lit tunnels.
In the midst of all that, Ah Boy
(Benjamin Heng) meets Ah Girl
(Alvina Toh).
THE HIGHS OF
ONSCREEN ROMANCE
The charm of the film comes
mostly from the young love
developing between Ah Boy and
Ah Girl, and that a romance can
be nurtured by Singapore locales
so mundane that these spaces
would otherwise speak of urban
18 J u ly - Se ptember 2015

alienation in the concrete jungle
that forms a large part of the
Lion City.
In the film, these spaces are
charged with romance and lit in
lurid colours.
For instance, the Central
Expressway tunnel (CTE)
becomes a safe microcosm
of playful pursuit between the
lovers, where the sputtering
of motorbikes is replaced by
the devil-may-care sounds of
The Boredphucks, while the
adrenaline highs of teenage
passion surpass speed limits.
A HDB flat, too, becomes a
confessional when Ah Girl takes
the plunge and points out to
Ah Boy her apartment after he
drops her off at her block. Playing
along with him, Ah Girl starts
up the lighter he’s given her by
her window as he waits below, a

reflection of the warm glow that
fills their hearts.
RIDE INTO THE HEARTLANDS
Even if you’re not a reckless,
disaffected punk like Ah Boy, or in
the throes of young love, you can
honour this onscreen romance
and translate it to your own life.
Part of Ah Boy’s appeal is
the novelty he brings to the
quiet Ah Girl, stuck between her
family newsstand duties and her
photocopy shop job. Breaking
into a construction site and
taking a dip in the disused pool
may be run-of-the-mill for Ah
Boy and his pals, but bringing
her along and offering to let her
steer his bike pushes her to pluck
up her courage and live on the
edge, too.
We’re not suggesting that
you replicate their dangerous

WE ASK

YOU
How did you introduce yourself to
someone you were interested in or
had a crush on?

lifestyle, but rather that you avoid
falling into the trap of routine,
which can eventually sound the
death knell of a relationship.
Realistically, the spark of a new
relationship will fade in time, but
embarking on atypical activities
with your partner and coming
up with out-of-the-box ideas for
dates can keep the romance alive
and flaming. Doing something
adventurous and new together
also serves to create precious
shared memories, and can draw
the both of you even closer!
DON’T RUN OUT OF FUEL
For all his bravado, Ah Boy’s
shyness in the face of the girl
he fancies would be familiar to
anyone who’s ever been tonguetied in the presence of a crush.
In his quest to speak to her
for the first time, Ah Boy had to

take some moments to collect
himself before approaching Ah
Girl, who was working at her
family’s newsstand. By the time he
had gathered his courage, though,
she had packed up and boarded
the bus. But Ah Boy didn’t give up.
He rode after the bus, even going
so far as to stand on his bike and
wriggle his derriere just to make
her smile. It made a big impression
on her!
Instead of just quaking in
your boots and giving up when
you see your crush leaving your
line of sight, take a leaf from Ah
Boy’s playbook: overcoming your
shyness and introducing yourself
to people you like is key. After all,
who knows what may happen?
Ah Boy’s pursuit of the bus
displayed his sincerity, which in
turn paved the road for the pair’s
first bike ride together.

“I APPROACHED
HIM IN A BAR TO
SAY I LIKED HIS
SPECTACLES. WE
STARTED TALKING
ABOUT CORNY
PICK-UP LINES. I
ASKED FOR HIS
NAME TO ADD HIM
ON FACEBOOK,
BUT THE NEXT DAY,
I COULD ONLY
REMEMBER HIS GIVEN
NAME AND THAT
HIS SURNAME WAS
A TYPE OF FISH
BEGINNING WITH ‘P’.
I GOOGLED ‘NAMES
OF FISH STARTING
WITH ‘P’’UNTIL I
FOUND HIM.”
— DANIELLE KOH

“I caught her eye, went up next to her
at the bar, threw an ice-cube down
and started stamping on it to crush
it. She asked me what I was doing.
I gave her a roguish grin and a wink
and said, ‘Oh, just breaking the ice.’
Hey, it worked!”
— GWYNNE JONES
“I went up to her at a friend’s party
and asked, ‘What rhymes with
cucumber?’ She thought hard about
it and gave several answers. ‘The
answer is, “Can I have your number?”’
I said.”
— YANG JING GUO
Ju ly - Se pt e m b e r 2 0 1 5
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RELATE

DATING IN
THE LITTLE
RED DOT
IN CONJUNCTION WITH
SG50, A SINGLE GUY
SHARES HIS THOUGHTS
ON THE DATING SCENE IN
MODERN-DAY SINGAPORE
BY DR ACO N IA N

My last romantic relationship ended dramatically at
a busy coffee shop two years ago, and I have been a
singleton since.
Like most discerning young men, I gave myself
ample time to heal emotionally before I dipped my
toes into the dating pool again. The truth is, dating in
contemporary Singapore can be quite challenging,
unlike the more carefree days when our parents and
grandparents were dating. I am still trying to beat the
odds of finding my dream partner, but reality bites
more often than not.
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
From blind dates to something more private after a
large social gathering, one thing I’ve gathered from
these occasions is that many women today have high
expectations of their prospective partners.
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WHEN THE
LANGUAGE OF
LOVE IS SPOKEN
LOUD AND TRUE,
ALL OUR TRIVIAL
DIFFERENCES
WOULD DISAPPEAR
AND ROMANCE
TAKE HOLD.

They have every right to, of course, given
our country’s high standard of living and
myriad academic opportunities. It’s not
uncommon to find single ladies equipped
with a degree or two, so naturally they’ll
want their prospective husbands to be on
the same educational plane or higher—if only
to encourage sparkling, intellectual conversations. It
also doesn’t hurt that these guys are more likely to
have well-paying jobs.
Since I only possess a diploma, I am usually struck
off this list by these ladies before anything remotely
romantic has had a chance to develop. I am nowhere
near as hot as Lee Byung Hun, but I’d like to think I
possess amiable looks and a decent physique. Even
so, I have to acknowledge the fact that physical appeal
alone can’t overcome overwhelming expectations in
the dating game. I am applying broad strokes here, but
that’s the way the dice usually fall.
TWO STEPS BEHIND
National Service (NS) is an integral part
of life for all able-bodied Singaporean
men. And I do believe in playing my
part in protecting the nation. One
aspect I didn’t consider, however, is
how NS placed me on the back foot.
I met Veronica a month ago during
a casual group outing. She’s a Brand Manager after a
recent promotion, while I am just a humble Production
Coordinator. We are both 25 years of age, and proud
graduates from the same polytechnic. It didn’t take me

long to realise, after a few drinks, that she has been
in the workforce for five years while I am still a rookie
with barely two years of work experience under my
belt. In other words, women here enjoy a career head
start since they enter the working world right after
completing their tertiary education, and it will take a
couple of years of hard work before the playing field
is levelled for guys. We are still friends, if you care to
know, since nothing truly fiery sparked between us.
LET LOVE SPEAK UP
Despite these challenges, I am
optimistic about finding my special
someone with time and patience.
Dating agencies these days provide
informed matches based on their
clients’ criteria, meaning it’s easier for
folks like me to meet potential partners
who are in line with my professional capacities and
qualifications. Besides, it’s only fair to both parties.
Singapore is a cosmopolitan and multi-racial
society. That’s another huge plus, for I have the
opportunity to meet interesting people from all walks
of life. Occasionally, I’ll hear friends complaining
there’s nothing much to do here. I know that’s not
true. We have a treasure trove of cool cafés, nature
trails, sports activities, and even novel Escape Rooms
to keep dating couples occupied and entertained.
Above all, I’d like to believe that, when the
language of love is spoken loud and true, all our trivial
differences would disappear and romance take hold.

Share with us!
Are you an aspiring writer? Do you have an experience
you’d like to share?
E-mail us at msf_sdn@msf.gov.sg (Subject: Relate) for a
chance to to be published!
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RELATE
Advice by:

ASK

DR LOVE

FACING INTERPERSONAL PROBLEMS? WRITE IN TO DUET AND WE’LL
CONSULT RELATIONSHIP EXPERTS FROM SDNTRUST-ACCREDITED
AGENCIES ON YOUR BEHALF. THIS ISSUE, COMPLETEME ADVISES
THREE GUYS TO GET OUT THERE FOR LOVE.

Q: I am a shy person who is
having diﬃculty speaking to a
girl. I have this fear that things
would never work between us.
Moreover, I’m not sure how to
tell if she’s interested in me.
What should I do?
A: There are three separate issues

here.
The first is that you are shy. You’ve
heard the saying, “Practice makes
perfect”, haven’t you? The more you
talk to someone of the opposite sex,
the less nervous you’ll be. Hence,
I strongly encourage you to start
chatting to your female colleagues
and friends as starters.
The second is your fear that any
relationship that develops with the
object of your affection is bound to
fail. It’s important that you not place
so much pressure on yourself. Rather,
aim towards getting to know her
better and being her friend first—and
enjoy the process! You’ll never know
whether it will work out or not if you
don’t at least try.
Finally, you want to know how
to assess her response to you. This
is simple. If she agrees to spend
time with you—whether it’s chatting
on the phone or sharing a meal—
she is relatively interested in you.
She wouldn’t be wasting her time
otherwise.
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Q: I am concerned that there
might be something wrong
with me. I can’t seem to get
close to anyone of the opposite
sex. When I try do, I tend to
overthink the relationship and
put too much emotion into it.
What would you advise?
A: Where do you think the issue lies?
Is it because you lack exposure to
the opposite gender, or are shy when
facing the opposite gender? Although
the gentleman usually takes the lead
in a relationship, we advise you to
take it one step at a time.
First, expand your social circle
by joining social events. Mixing with
more ladies will help you be more
comfortable around them.
Only when you have found a
potential someone whom you are
keen to know better should you think
about the next steps.
Just go with the flow and don’t
stress yourself out, because the lady
will feel pressured, too—and that’s
something you’d want to prevent.

Q: I’ve been told by many
people, time and time again,
that I’m very eligible. I earned
a government scholarship,
and I’ve been told that I look
physically ﬁne. Many people say
they enjoy talking to me—they
even comment that I’m nice and
funny. So why is it that I just
can’t meet anyone? I’ve been
around the block, attending
parties and singles events, and
met a lot of nice women, but
they are either already attached
or too old for me (between four
and 10 years older). People keep
asking me why I’m single, and
I am running out of answers.
Please help.
A: It boils down to where you’ve
been looking for The One.
I always advise my clients to
know the type of person they’d like to
meet, so try to imagine what they are
most likely to do, then look for these
activities and join in! For example,
if you prefer a quiet, demure lady,
you wouldn’t look for one in a pub,
would you? It’s unlikely that you’d find
such ladies there. And if you prefer a
lady who’s keen on sports, then join
sports interest groups.
I strongly encourage you to
continue to join singles events.
On top of that, you might want to
consider matching services.

One thing they enjoyed doing as
a couple was running these social
activities with and for singles. “He
found it very meaningful to bring
people together,” Michelle recalls.
“Every month, we would organise
and join in these activities.”

NO MAN IS
AN ISLAND

COMPLETEME DATING AGENCY FOUNDER
MICHELLE GOH GIVES DUET AN INSIGHT INTO
HER OWN LOVE STORY.
BY S A R A H LIU

In 2007, the then 27-year-old Michelle was a business
development executive with a tech firm, and was
beginning to feel somewhat left on the shelf. While
friends around her were getting hitched, her busy work
life meant she had little ‘me’ time, much less time for
a relationship. “Many people get engulfed by work and
fall into the whole ‘I’m so tired’ syndrome after work or
during weekends, and you won’t feel motivated to do
anything,” says Michelle. According to her, some of us
head out, but it’s with the usual group of friends, and we
often don’t get opportunities to know more people.
SOCIAL NETWORKING
So the self-described gung-ho lady decided to expand her
social circle, and launched a Facebook page called ‘Singapore
Facebook Singles,’ using it to organise activities on a whim to
see who’d show up.
Usually, four to 12 people would turn up for these
activities, which included movie outings and barbecues at
chalets—at no administrative cost to participants! The page,
which she still uses today, would spin off into CompleteMe,
and is the model of how she still organises dating events.
Two years later, Michelle met Edwin through friends.

COMPLETING LIVES
Michelle and Edwin were married
in 2010, and baby Isaac came along
two years after. With a family of her own now,
Michelle found herself too busy to handle the
Facebook group, so she informed members
that she would be shutting it down. She was
surprised when she received a deluge of phone
calls, text messages and private messages on
Facebook urging her to continue. “They would
tell me, ‘Eh, I know that you’re married, but I
don’t care, because I really enjoy the activities
you organise. Please continue,’” she shares.
As the group saw a growth spurt in
membership from 50 in 2007 to 3,500 today,
Michelle was pleased to hear that couples who
met via their activities were getting engaged.
When she heard that one such couple,
Lawrence and Joyce, were getting married, she
knew she had found her calling.
FINDING HAPPINESS
CompleteMe was established shortly after.
Despite juggling multiple roles as mother,
partner and modern matchmaker, she
continues to paktor with the love of her life.
“Dating is a luxury after parenthood. Because
of our boy, we now need to take time off to
celebrate occasions, but it’s important to keep
the romance burning to maintain the ‘us’,” she
shares.
In many ways, the agency is an extension of
her love life and her ideals about romance. Its
philosophy, she reveals, is to help singles find
the one to complete themselves, thus the name
‘CompleteMe.’ “I’m a very pro-family person
and I believe that, in order to find happiness,
we all need someone,” she affirms. “No man is
an island.”
Established in 2012, CompleteMe specialises in one-toone dating events for like-minded singles at cosy and
romantic dining venues. For more information about
CompleteMe’s events, visit www.completeme.com.sg.
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